Beam dynamics simulations of the proposed Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA) [I] driver linac have been done. The RIA driver linac is designed to accelerate stable ion beams from proton to uranium to final energies of 400 MeVIu for the heaviest and about 900 MeV/u for the lightest ions with beam powers of 100 to 400 kW. Two stripping sections are used to increase the charge state of heavy ions and minimize the total accelerating voltage required. To achieve the final beam power and to reduce the ion source requirements, multi-charge state beam acceleration is used. Multi-spoke structures [2] in the high-energy part of the driver linac have been proposed as an alternative to the baseline design of 6-cell elliptical structures [31. A comparative analysis of this alternative is explored including beam dynamics, error constraints, and manufacturing issues.
INTRODUCTION
'gorelo"@nsct.ms".d" Longitudinal and transverse beam dynamics studies were performed to compare these two alternative designs in the high-B section of the RIA driver linac using the computer codes LANA [SI and DlMAD 161.
LONGITUDINAL BEAM DYNAMICS
The longitudinal acceptance of the elliptical structure linac with average reference particle phase in the accelerating gaps q7p,--30' is comparable in size with the longitudinal acceptance of a triple-spoke structure linac with qs--lS', as shown in Figure3 
TRANSVERSE BEAM DYNAMICS
Three Uansverse focusing lattices were established. The rf defocusing from both cavity types was found to be 0-7803-7738-9/03/$17.00 Q 2003 IEEEsimilar, with strength an order of magnitude smaller than that of the lattice focusing elements. As a consequence, the transverse beam dynamics are predominantly determined by the focusing elements and the lattice layout and not the cavity choice.
The cryostat dimensions for all three focusing latlices are based on the rectangular cryomodule design with cryogenic alignment rail proposed for RIA at Michigan State University [7] . A prototype cryomodule for the elliptical cavities with geomevic 8, = 0.47 is under construction and easily extends to the other cavity types.
Solenoid Focusing Lattice
The layout of a solenoid focusing lattice is shown in Figure 4 , with each cryostat containing four cavities and a superconducting solenoid magnet for transverse focusing. The effective lengths of the solenoids range from 0.5 to 1.25 with a maximum magnetic field of ahout 9.T. The transverse phase advance of each cryostat is about 90". Two extra solenoids are necessary to match the beam condition from the 2"d charge-stripping chicane to a periodic solenoid focusing lattice. Figure 5 shows the beam envelopes for 238U with three charge states, 87+ to 89+. The initial beam emittance for all charge states was assumed to he 2.9 n mm mrad. The maximum beam size for all three charge states is about 8.6 nun four quadnrpole magnets is required to match the beam from the 2"d charge-stripping chicane to the regular focusing lattice. Figure 9 shows the similar multi-charge beam envelopes for z3sU beam. The maximum beam size for all the three charge states is about 8 mm. However. the additional quadrupoles increase the required cryostat length by about 20%.
MISALIGNMENT AND CORRECTIONS
The lattice sensitivity to misalignment of focusing elements and cavities was investigated using DIMAD for all three transverse focusing lattices and for both elliptical and triple-spoke cavity types. The cavity choice has little impact on the lattice sensitivity based on our simulations.
All accelerating structures and focusing elements were misaligned assuming a Gaussian distrihution-(*2o). The same correction scheme was used for all three lattices. A package in front of each cryostat consisting of a pair of horizontal and vertical orbit correctors and a beam position monitor (BPM) was assumed for the orbit correction scheme. A least-square-fit algorithm was used to obtain the horizontal and vertical corrector values that minimized the orbit distortions at all BPMs. Multi-charge beam simulations were then done to evaluate the impact on the lattice performance. The triple-spoke cavity will have a much smaller aoerture with 3 cm or wssiblv 4cm beine errors and will require unreasonable alignment ,requirements to maintain the beam inside the exclusion zones for both types of the cavities. The solenoid focusing lattice has the smallest maximum beam size, and with misalignment position e r m n of 1.0 mm for both the solenoids and cavities. is adequate for either cavity option. The 2-quadrupole focusing lattice has sensitivities to the misalignment errors similar to the solenoid focusing lattice, and would be adequate for the 6-cell elliptical cavity option. However with a reasonable misalignment tolerance, it will not be suitable for even a 4 cm aperture triple-spoke cavity option.
CONCLUSION
Both the SOS MHz 6-cell elliptical and 322 MHz triplespoke cavities would in principle provide the necessary acceleration. Due to its lower frequency and therefore longer effective accelerating gap, fewer cavities are needed for the 322MHz triple-spoke cavity option. However, the triple-spoke cavity will have a much smaller aperture, as the result, requires more expensive superconducting solenoid focusing lattice. No triple-spoke cavity has been built so far and its performance is untested. The SOS MHz 6-cell elliptical cavities have a much larger aperture and have been successfully tested in 2002. A cost effective 2-Quadmpole focusing lattice (superconducting or room-temperature) with reasonable misalignment tolerances for both quadrupoles and cavities will he an adequate choice with the elliptical structure linac. Due to the large phase advance and unfavorable ratio of correctors and BPMs vs. quadrupoles, the five-quadmpole focusing lattice is the most sensitive to the misalignment 
